We model meteoroids entering the Earth's atmosphere as objects surrounded by non-magnetized plasma, and consider ecient numerical simulation of radar reections from meteors in the time domain. Instead of the widely used nite dierence time domain method (FDTD), we use more generalized nite dierences by applying the discrete exterior calculus (DEC) and non-uniform leapfrog-style time discretization. The computational domain is presented by convex polyhedral elements. The convergence of the time integration is accelerated by the exact controllability method. The numerical experiments show that our code is eciently parallelized. The DEC approach is compared to the volume integral equation (VIE) method by numerical experiments. The result is that both methods are competitive in modelling non-magnetized plasma scattering. For demonstrating the simulation capabilities of the DEC approach, we present numerical experiments of radar reections and vary parameters in a wide range.
Introduction
We consider a meteoroid entering the Earth's atmosphere at a hypervelocity of 1172 km/s. Through the interaction with atmospheric particles, the meteoroid produces a bright event called a meteor. Consequently, a dense mass of plasma surrounds the meteoroid and leaves a plasma trail, referred to as meteor plasma, which diuses into the background atmosphere behind the meteor. Meteors have been a subject of intensive study over the last century; in particular, a lot of work has been devoted to collecting and interpreting data acquired by optical, and later by radar, seismic, and infrasound networks.
Meteor head echoes, caused by radio waves scattered from the dense mass of plasma surrounding the meteor body along its atmospheric trajectory, have been studied by high-power large-aperture (HPLA) radars since 1960s (see [1] ). Modern HPLA observations of meteor head echoes were made not earlier than in the 1990s [2] , using the radar systems of the European Incoherent Scatter Scientic Association (EISCAT), the Canadian Meteor Orbit Radar, the Jicamarca high-power large-aperture VHF radar, the 46.5 MHz MU radar system near Shigaraki, Japan, the Southern Argentine Agile MEteor Radar (SAAMER), and other dedicated systems [3, 4, 5, 6] . Although the considered radar observation volumes are narrow, being elongated in the vertical direction, huge amounts of meteor head echoes have been detected over the past years of observations. Most of the events are faint with no alternative to be detected visually or with intensied video cameras. Thus, understanding the way in which a meteor reects radio waves could present a unique possibility to determine the range, propagation angle, and velocity of the object based on radar detections.
By using numerical simulation techniques, it is possible to test how changes in the atmospheric conditions aect the meteor radar reections and explain unexpected results in the measurements. To get reliable simulation outputs, appropriate models, relevant methods, and valid input information has to be dened carefully. The physics of meteor radar reections is considered as electromagnetic scattering. The most simplied models consider meteors to be solid obstacles, but the more realistic models present the scatterer as a plasmatic obstacle (see, e.g., [7, 8, 9, 10] ). In particular, we apply the model, in which the dielectric tensor is derived from the equation of motion pre-2 senting charged, non-magnetized cold plasma, as presented in [9] . By using this model, the dispersive media can be treated in the time domain without convolution. Thin, practically two-dimensional, layers of three-dimensional space are considered with the model in [11] , and the model is simulated in the three-dimensional domain in [12] . Due to the recent developments in computing resources, it is possible to improve the accuracy of the numerical simulations or solve more demanding problems. Consequently, the methods for simulating three-dimensional meteor plasma dynamics are currently under active research [13] . Nevertheless, increasing the number of available CPUs and memory is not enough as the size of the problem does not scale at the same pace as the available resources. Modern and ecient numerical methods oer advantages over the earlier approaches and more gain than the increase in computing power.
The traditional way of solving electromagnetic problems, presented in the space-time domain as partial dierential equations, is to use the nitedierence time-domain method (FDTD) introduced by Yee [14] . This method is applied to ground penetrating radar simulations in [15] , and meteor simulations in the two-dimensional domain in [11] and in the three-dimensional domain in [12] . The models of electromagnetic wave propagation in magnetized plasma have been recently solved in the three-dimensional domain with the FDTD method in [16, 17] . The other methods, used to discretize the models presenting the interaction between electromagnetic waves and plasma, include the continuous and discontinuous Galerkin approaches (see, e.g. [18] ). Instead of applying the FDTD or another well-known method, we present a more genaralized numerical scheme for 3D simulations. Our approach is more exible with respect to spatial and temporal discretizations than the FDTD method.
In this study, we present the scattering problem in terms of dierential forms (see, e.g., [19] ), and discrete exterior calculus (DEC) is used for spatial discretization [20] . Accordingly, the discrete spaces and exact dierential operators mimic their continuous counterparts, preserving the physical properties of the problem. With the DEC framework, we use high-quality mesh structures that mimick the geometry of the close packing in crystal lattices [21] . Combined with non-uniform leapfrog-style time stepping, this approach gives signicant savings in computing time compared to conventional methods. To get even more accurate results, we tailor the discretization formulas for time-harmonic plane-wave solutions, by including so-called harmonic corrections, to reduce the error of the solution into fractions compared 3 to the traditional Yee method [21] .
For solving time-harmonic problems, the simulations based on space-time models need to be continued until the steady-state solution is reached. Essentially, the procedure is computationally inecient, but we control the time integration, by the exact controllability method [22] , to accelerate the convergence towards the steady-state solution. The idea of exact controllability has been recently applied to the elds of acoustics [23, 24] , elastodynamics [25] , and electromagnetics [26] , but this is the rst time it is applied to three-dimensional meteor plasma dynamics. In the numerical experiments, we compare the method with the volume integral equation (VIE) formulation for the electric current [27] .
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: First, we review the physical background and mathematical formulation of the model in Sec. 
Model
Based on the observations conducted by the dierent radar systems and post-processing techniques, there exist several models for meteor head echo simulations, (see, e.g. [28] ). One reason for this is dierences in the characteristics of the radar systems, e.g., in terms of frequency and antenna geometry, see [29] . According to the observations reported by, e.g., [30] and [31] , the head echo can be modeled as over-dense scatter from a plasma layer surrounding the meteoroid, with a specic density distribution. In these models, the plasmatic object is assumed to be a conducting spherical object, and the electromagnetic phenomenon can be presented by partial dierential equations coupling the electric and magnetic elds.
In [11] , the dielectric tensor is derived from the equation of motion presenting charged plasma. By following it, and the principles presented in [32] , solid obstacles surrounded by non-magnetized plasma can be modeled with 4 the use of dierential equations as
∂J ∂t
where
is the electric permittivity, μ is the magnetic permeability, ν is the collision frequency, σ is the electric conductivity, σ * is the magnetic conductivity, and ω p is the plasma angular frequency.
The unbounded domain of the scattering problem is truncated to a nite computational domain by an absorbing boundary condition or layer. In this study, we use the SilverMüller boundary condition (see, e.g., [33] ) and the perfectly matched layer (PML). The unphysical PML is the state-of-the-art layer for this purpose. We apply the uniaxial PML [34] , which is modied for the DEC, as explained in [35] . The PML restricts the edge elements with the condition that they must be orthogonal or parallel to the absorbing direction.
Numerical method
For computing a numerical solution for the problem, the computational domain is discretized to vertices, edges, faces, and volumes. Since the metricfree nature of dierential forms allows the presentation of the variables as integrands over curves, surfaces, and volumes, we use such a presentation.
That is, for instance, instead of the vector presentation E = (E 1 ,E 2 ,E 3 ) for the electric eld, we present a 1-form E 1 dx 1 +E 2 dx 2 +E 3 dx 3 , where d is the exterior derivative and ( 
That is, the discrete 1-forms are associated to the edges, and the discrete 2-forms are associated to the faces.
The discrete counterparts of the curl operator are presented by the incidence matrix d 1 and its transpose d
Essentially, the incidence matrix represents the neighboring relations and relative orientations of the primal edges and faces (see Fig. 2 ). The entries, (d 1 ) j,i , are non-zero if and only if the edge E i is included in the boundary of the face F j . Further, the non-zero entries have the value +1 or -1, indicating the relative orientation dened by counter-clockwise circulation.
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The physical character of the discretization is presented by the discrete Hodge star operator, , dening a mapping from a discrete 1-form to a discrete 2-form, at the discrete level. The discrete Hodge star of a tensor α on cells E and F is dened as
where n E is the unit orientation vector of edge E, and F E is a convex hull including both E and F. The discrete Hodge operators are introduced as diagonal matrices. The diagonal structure of the matrices is based on the orthogonality of the primal and dual elements. Applying the harmonic correction for both spatial and time discretization, the diagonal terms of the discrete Hodge operators are written as
where the terms in square brackets indicate the harmonic correction. If these terms are equal to one, the Hodge terms are of Yee's kind. As shown in [21] and [35] , the spatial correction terms, κ i and κ * j , can be computed by
. The face radius square r 2 F is computed using the inner radius r min and outer radius r max (see Fig. 3 ), having
The global time step size Δt can be divided into smaller time steps using integer numbers s E i and s E * j for each cell E i and E * j , respectively (see Fig. 4 ). The time stepping is synchronized by selecting the numbers, s E i and s E * j , such that they can be written as powers of three, i.e., s = 3 u ∈ {1, 3, 9, 27, . . . }.
The harmonic corrections for time discretization are applied by using
and the update formulas for the unknown variables are
The computational complexity of the method is of the order O(mN ), where N is the number of unknowns and m is the number of time steps required to solve the system.
Controlled time integration
In principle, the time-harmonic solution can be reached by simple time integration (asymptotic approach), but we accelerate the convergence rate by 8 applying a control. The basic idea of controllability is to steer a dynamical system from an initial state to a particular state by using an appropriate control mechanism. The concept of controllability can be divided into two categories, exact and approximate controllability. Approximate controllability makes it possible for the system to achieve a nal state that belongs to an arbitrary small neighborhood of the nal state, whereas exact controllability enables forcing the system from a preassigned initial state to a specic nal state. Propagation, observation, and control issues of wave equations are reviewed by Zuazua in [38] .
We apply the exact controllability technique pioneered by Bristeau, Glowinski, and Périaux [22] to time evolution. Essentially, the approach is a controlled variation of the asymptotic approach with periodic constraints, in which the time-dependent equation is simulated in time until the timeharmonic solution is reached. A natural quadratic error functional is based on the energy of the problem
From this basis, the time-harmonic solution can be found by minimizing
, where the initial conditions E 0 , H 0 , and J 0 are also the control variables. A quadratic functional can be minimized by solving the corresponding linear system with the conjugate gradient (CG) method (see, e.g., [39] ). In principle, the gradient is computed at each CG iteration by solving two time-dependent equations, the state equation advancing forward in time and the corresponding adjoint state equation advancing backward in time. Only the current and previous gradient and search vectors and scalarvalued weights must be stored at each iterations. To guarantee the smooth initial approximation for the CG algorithm satisfying also the boundary conditions, we use the transition procedure suggested by Mur [40] . The residual of the algorithm, which denes at each iteration how far the solution is from a periodic solution, is also used to accelerate the convergence rate by giving a controlling impulse to the system. The discrete quadratic functional, which we minimize, is spanned by a diagonal mass matrix, and the algorithm operating in L 2 -type Hilbert space does not need preconditioning.
Numerical experiments
We present numerical experiments considering the entry of a meteoroid into the Earth's atmosphere and study the scattering properties of the meteor plasma. Both the full scattering cross section and the backscattering cross section are computed, and the computing time and eciency of the method is considered. The numerical method is implemented in C++ programming language and parallelized using message passing interface (MPI) routines.
The meteor is viewed from the ground by a radar, as schematically illustrated in Fig. 5 . The angle between the radar and the meteor propagation direction is denoted by α. The considered computational domain, for simulating a bow shock around the meteoroid and surrounded area, is an origin-centered cylinder with a length of 10 m and diameter of 4 m. In the meteor plasma trail, the collision frequency ν is 10 MHz and the peak plasma frequency f p is 420 MHz. The angular plasma frequency ω p is computed from the peak plasma frequency by the following distribution:
The constants of the plasma distribution are r = 0.6 m, k = 0.15 m, l = 3 m and x 0 = 4 m. The cross section of the distribution is illustrated in Fig. 6 .
With a time-harmonic assumption, the plasma frequency and collision frequency can be turned into permittivity by the Drude model [41] . Since the peak plasma frequency exceeds the wave frequency, the permittivity becomes smaller than zero, which means the problem may become unstable, for example with the discrete-dipole approximation (DDA) solvers [42, 43] .
Parallelization test
In the rst test, the wavelength is 1.0 m, implying that the radar frequency f r is approximately 300 MHz. The incident wave is circularly polarized. One of the simplest ways to construct cylinder-shaped geometry is to create a two-dimensional circular grid on the y-z-plane and stretch the grid through the x-direction to obtain a three-dimensional grid. The twodimensional base grid is mostly constructed of equilateral triangles, which ll the circle of radius r = 2 m. The plasma region is surrounded by a 1 m thick layer, which is lled with quadrilateral elements provided with the PML condition and bounded by the SilverMüller boundary condition. Thus, the resulting three-dimensional grid includes prism-shaped elements and twisted cubic elements. The average length of an edge of the grid is about 1 20 m, and the number of unknowns in the problem is 24,270,626.
For the parallelization, the mesh elements, which are nodes, edges, faces and bodies, are separated into blocks, and each block builds a computational domain for a computer core. To minimize the number of communications between processes, the surface area between the blocks should be kept small. The separation is applied by rst ordering average positions of elements in the x-direction, and separating the elements by the median into two blocks. To obtain four blocks, the same procedure is repeated for both halves separately. The ten divisions needed for 1,024 cores are applied by ordering the elements in x-, x-, y-, z-, z-, y-, x-, x-, y-, z-directions, respectively. In this procedure, each core processes approximately the same number of elements, but the number of computing operations is not controlled. The mesh and the blocks are illustrated in Fig. 7 .
The parallelization is tested by running the simulation over 100 time periods on three dierent supercomputers: Paasikivi, which is located at the Third, we consider the collision frequency ν describing the number of collisions between the particles in the ionosphere. Since the collision frequency is temperature-dependent, having dierent values depending on the time of day, we vary its value over a wide range, from 0.1 MHz to 1,000 MHz. The collision frequency dramatically aects convergence during iterations; when ν ≤ 1 MHz, the convergence is slow. However, the collision frequency seems to have only a small eect on the backscattering properties as shown in Fig. 12 . The eect of the peak plasma frequency f p is much more considerable. We applied seven dierent peak plasma frequencies, 70 MHz, 140 MHz, 280 MHz, 420 MHz, 560 MHz, 720 MHz, and 900 MHz. The results are illustrated in Fig. 13 . The larger the plasma frequency, the larger the backscattering cross sections. The maximum dierence between the smallest and the largest value is around 50 dB. We also consider the eect of the meteor radius on the backscattering properties. By varying the parameter r in Eqs. (5)(6) from 0.1 to 0.8 m, the results show that a larger radius implies larger cross sections, as illustrated in Fig. 14 .
During the high-velocity atmospheric entry, a meteoroid may fragment into smaller pieces with a certain statistical mass distribution (see, e.g. [49] ). In order to show how sensitive the model is with respect to the fragmentation of a meteor body, we consider the splitting of the meteoroid into two equal parts. We assume that the meteor radius is r = 0.3 m and the distance between the halves is denoted by d. We model the plasma trail of each half such that the peak plasma frequency is divided by 
Comparison with the volume integral equation method
In this section, we compare the simulation eciency of the method with a volume integral equation (VIE) method. The scattering problem, described by the partial dierential equations, can be reformulated as an equivalent system of integral equations. The volume integral equation (VIE) method for the electric current, (J-VIE) [27] , is used in this paper. In this formulation, the unknown equivalent electric current density is expanded with piecewise constant basis functions. We apply Galerkin's procedure, in which identical basis and testing functions are used for converting the continuous equation The relative errors of the S-components are illustrated with respect to the discretization levels in Fig. 18 and Fig. 19 . The rst case ( f p = 280 MHz) is computationally less demanding, since the plasma frequency does not exceed the radar frequency. The results indicate that the errors decrease with the element size, and that VIE produces more accurate results compared to DEC at the same discretization level. The second case (f p = 420 MHz) includes region, where the plasma frequency is higher than the radar frequency. This makes the problem computationally much more demanding, and the convergence of relative error is non-monotonic with both methods. The reason for this phenomenon might be that the small details in discretization at the neighborhood of the meteor center can produce a remarkable dierence in the result. Thus, a simulation with unfortunate element locations can produce a relatively large error. In the rst test, the VIE gives more accurate results which might be because the stopping criteria of the methods are dened in a dierent way. In the second case, the accuracy of VIE and DEC are of the same order.
We have reported the computing times for solving the time-harmonic problem (processing time), as the wall-clock time in seconds multiplied by the number of processors used, in Fig. 20 . The most remarkable dierence between these two methods is that the initialization of VIE is highly demanding, and most of the total time is spent during the initialization. That is because a precorrection matrix for the FFT is assembled during the initialization. The initialization with the DEC takes only about 1% of the VIE initialization time. Essentially, for large number of unknowns, N , the number of iterations for the both methods as well as the number of time-steps for the DEC-based method are small compared to the number of unknowns. Thus, the asymptotic time complexity for the DEC method, O(N ), is smaller than the asymptotic time complexity for the VIE method, O(N log N ). In the numerical tests, the DEC method seems to be at least an order of magnitude faster than the VIE method. Since the stopping criteria of the methods does not provide the same accuracy, we present the relative error of the Mueller matrix component S 11 with respect to simulation time in Fig. 21 , and see that the DEC method is more ecient. That is because with DEC discretization, only diagonal matrices need to be inverted during time stepping. The performance of the DEC method does not strongly depend on the values of the material parameters, while the VIE method would require preconditioning to maintain a fast convergence rate for dierent parameters. 
Conclusions
We have presented three-dimensional numerical simulations of radar reections from meteors. The model was based on the assumption that meteors are solid objects surrounded by non-magnetized plasma. The spatial discretization by discrete exterior calculus and partly-structured non-uniform polyhedral grids, asynchronous leapfrog-style time discretization, and time integration accelerated by the exact controllability method, provided computational eciency for solving time-harmonic problems. By numerical experiments, we validated the approach and compared it with the volume integral equation method for electric currents. DEC-based controlled time integration seems to be more ecient, and its performance is not sensitive to the level of discretization and the values of the material parameters.
